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Loved Paul Coelho’s, The Alchemist and Herman Hesse’s
Siddhartha?  Then Caribbean ZEN is surely a book for you.

"Everyone in this world has a unique song to sing, a personal story to
tell.  Philip Peters has served up his with Caribbean ZEN.  In an age
where cynicism, narrow-mindedness, and cutting corners have become
all too prevalent, Peters offers us a tale of the opposite – the hard but
hopeful work of opening one's heart to discovery, love, and the deepest
parts of ourselves. In doing so, he reminds us what makes for a mean-
ingful life, a life that fulfills one's purpose on the planet. Feel the breeze
of Caribbean Zen and breathe in deeply."

-Philip Toshio Sudo, author of Zen 24/7, Zen Guitar,
Zen Computer and Zen Sex

In the wee hours of a New Year’s morning, John Jacobson, a troubled senior Wall Street
investment banker, is summoned in a dream. Desiring answers to philosophical questions
about career, his relationship and matters of inner balance, he finds a conduit.

He is to visit Isha, a leader of a celestial committee of Goddesses who inhabit a small,
remote and sparsely populated mysterious island straddling the Caribbean Sea and the
Atlantic Ocean. On this proverbial “Isle of Miracles,” John is introduced to “The
Philosophy of ONE” – a cluster of interrelated mystical codes drawn from the heart of the
cosmos and the sanctum of the soul.

Peters uses as motifs, a simple island setting and the monumental awareness of a “femi-
nine soul” as paradoxical stepping-stones for exploring the authentic path to self-discov-
ery and personal enlightenment. It’s a novel whose two principal characters explore the
personal and timely questions about finding meaning in a world increasingly defined by
the rugged persistence of change.

Will John clarify his passion and find his true purpose, or will he return to the numbing
regularity of daily life on the continent? Though a fictional journey Peters’ debut novel is
a work of erudition, spiritual tension and intellectual ferment.
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PHILIP DICKENSON PETERS is CEO of Zagada Markets, a consul-
tancy focused on strategy, technology, creative positioning and
innovation in the Caribbean. He’s the founder of THE SPHAERO

ALLIANCE, a fourteen-company contact center and Business
Processing Outsourcing Consortium.He’s also author of
Caribbean WOW 2.0 and Caribbean Oracles, as well as a debut
CD,  Heart Exposed.
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